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Abstract—The present paper studies the asymptotic perfor-
mance of dual-hop amplify-and-forward multiple-input multiple-
output relay communication systems. In the corresponding setup,
a relay amplifies the signal received from a source, retransmitting
it towards a destination, while the direct source-destination link is
absent. Ergodic achievable rates under separate decoding, along
with the average bit error rate under various detection schemes
are derived in the regime where the number of antennas at each
terminal grows without bound. To overcome the mathematical
difficulty of averaging over both channel realizations and input
signals we apply large-system analysis based on the replica
method from statistical physics. The validity of the large-system
analysis is further verified through Monte Carlo simulations,
providing particularly good accuracy at low SNR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relaying has been
proved a promising technology that allows for reliable com-
munication at increased coverage and data rates [1]. Un-
derstanding the fundamental limits of the relay channel has
therefore become one of the recent research challenges. The
relay MIMO channel (depicted in Fig. 1) – consisting of a
source (S), a relay (R) and a destination (D) – is a fundamental
building block for complex cooperative networks [2], [3]. It
has therefore been regarded as an important milestone in the
research efforts within the field.

The relays in a cooperative network may realize different
cooperative strategies. For instance, a regenerative strategy
(e.g., decode-and-forward [4]) involves decoding of the noisy
signal from the source, re-encoding the underlying message
and retransmitting it upstream. A non-regenerative strategy
(e.g., amplify-and-forward (AF) [2]) involves simple amplifi-
cation of the received noisy signal and subsequent retransmis-
sion towards the destination. Non-regenerative relaying, being
simple in implementation and independent of the modulation
schemes at the source terminal, is of particular interest.

In fading environment, the achievable data rate of such
cooperative communication systems is measured by the end-
to-end ergodic mutual information (MI). Hence, performance
evaluation requires averaging over the channel randomness.
This, in general, prevents one from having closed-form ex-
pressions and motivates the need for alternative approaches to
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Fig. 1. Multiple-input multiple-output communication system.

characterize the achievable rates. However, large-system tech-
niques have been introduced [5] to overcome such difficulties.
In this regime, the capacity of a generic MIMO system has
been derived in [6]. In the AF relay setting, end-to-end ergodic
MI has been characterized in [7], [8] for arbitrary inputs.

For uncoded systems, reliability is evaluated in terms of
uncoded average bit error rate (BER), which too yields no
closed-form expression for relay MIMO scenario with fading.
In [9], the instantaneous BER of a BPSK constellation is
derived and the average performance is obtained through
subsequent Monte Carlo simulation. Most of the existing work
on closed-form average BER in AF MIMO setting is limited
either to one-antenna terminals [10], or to bounds on the
BER performance [11]. Furthermore, the large-system BER
performance of the MMSE detector has been analyzed in [7].
However, the problem in its general formulation, accounting
for other conventional detectors, remains open.

The present paper investigates the performance of a dual-
hop AF relay MIMO communication system. Our analysis
is based on the RS ansatz of the replica method [12] from
statistical physics and provides a framework for efficient per-
formance analysis of AF MIMO relay systems under general
conditions. The analysis leads to large-system approximations
for the achievable ergodic rate and uncoded average BER,
which become exact when the numbers of antennas at all
terminals grow large without bound at constant ratios. Our
results partially reduce to those presented in [6], [7], as well
as [8] for two hops.



II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a two-hop AF MIMO relay channel depicted in
Fig. 1. Communication is carried out in a half-duplex mode
over two time-slots. The output of the relay channel reads as

y =
√
βHRDHSRx+

√
βHRDnR + nD, (1)

where x is the signal vector transmitted from the source, such
that E{x0x

H
0 } = IM ; HSR ∈ CL×M is the source-relay

channel matrix, HRD ∈ CN×L is the relay-destination channel
matrix, nR ∼ CN (0L×L, IL) and nD ∼ CN (0N×N , IN )
are standard complex additive Gaussian noise vectors at the
relay and destination, respectively. Furthermore, ρSR > 0
and ρRD > 0 are the transmit signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)
of the source-relay and relay-destination channels, respec-
tively. Hereafter, we consider uncorrelated channel matrices,
whose elements are i.i.d. and distributed as [HSR]l,m ∼
CN (0, ρSR/M), [HRD]n,l ∼ CN (0, ρRD/L), ∀m, l, n. The
power normalization factor β is chosen to satisfy the long-
term power constraint at the relay, i.e., βE

{
tr
{
yyH

}} ≤ L.
For compactness, denote H �

√
βHRDHSR and H̄ �√

βHRD, so that the effective channel reads

y = Hx+ H̄nR + nD. (2)

Meanwhile, we assume that the instantaneous channel state
information (CSI), denoted as H = {H, H̄}, is known at the
receiver. The conditional distribution of channel (2) is thus

p(y|x,H) =
1

πN
EnR

{
e−‖y−Hx−H̄nR‖2

}
, (3)

and the ergodic end-to-end MI is given by

I (y;x) = Ey,H

{
ln

(
p(y|x,H)

Ex {p(y|x,H)}
)}

. (4)

Although (4) represents the maximum achievable rate of
a relay MIMO system, it involves optimal joint detection
and decoding (JDD), which in practice may be prohibitively
complex. A more plausible alternative involves joint detection,
followed by a bank of independent decoders and is referred
here as separate decoding (SD). In this case, the detector
estimates the symbol vector based on the generalized posterior
mean estimator (GPME), given by

〈x′〉q =

∫
x′ q(x′)q(y|x′,H)∫

q(x′)q(y|x′,H) dx′ dx′, (5)

where subscript q reflects the fact that the receiver uses some
postulated channel law q(y|x′,H) and distribution q(x′) of
postulated inputs x′. The GPME may be suboptimal if the
latter do not match conditional density p(y|x,H) and the prior
distribution p(x) of the actual channel. However, as it was
shown in [5], any conventional detector can be regarded as
the GPME, optimal for the postulated channel law q(y|x′,H).
It was further shown that in order to capture suboptimality
of a variety of detectors of interest it suffices to postulate a
channel with a mismatch only in the noise variance σ2 and
prior distribution q(x′), i.e.,

y = Hx′ + H̄n′
R + n′

D, (6)

where x′ is the postulated channel input vector, and n′
R ∼

CN (0L×L, σ
2IL) and n′

D ∼ CN (0N×N , σ
2IN ) are postu-

lated noise vectors with variance σ2.
Apart from individually optimal detector, this paper con-

siders also the three basic linear detectors, namely matched
filter (MF), zero forcing (ZF) detector, and the linear minimum
mean square error (MMSE) detector. In general, average per-
formance of these detection schemes over fading channels has
no closed-form expression. The analysis is further complicated
by the fact that in the AF relay setting channel matrix H is
a product of the channel matrices of the two hops, yielding a
distribution of the entries, which is not i.i.d. In the following
section, we present a framework leading to a large-system
approximation for the performance of the AF relay MIMO
system (in terms of both average BER and achievable rate
under SD), which becomes tight as the system size grows
large.

III. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES

To begin with, we define the large-system limit (LSL) as the
regime where the number of antennas at all terminals grows
large without a bound at constant rates, that is, M,L,N →
∞, αSR = L/M = const, αRD = N/L = const, αSD =
N/M = const. The main result is then summarized below.

Claim 1. For the channel model in (2) let xm, x′m, and 〈x′m〉q
denote the mth entries of x, x′ and 〈x′〉q , respectively, with
m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Then in the LSL, the joint distribution
of (xm, x

′
m, 〈x′m〉q) converges to the joint distribution of

(x, x′, 〈x′〉q), associated with scalar Gaussian channels
z =

√
ρSRx+

w√
ηSR

, (7a)

z =
√
ρSRx

′ +
w′

√
ξSR

, (7b)

where w,w′ ∼ CN (0, 1) and {ηSR, ξSR} are obtained from a
solution of the following system of fixed-point equations

ξRD = αRD(σ
2 + νRD)

−1, (8a)

ηRD = αRD(1 + εRD)
−1, (8b)

νRD =
βρRD(σ

2 + νSR)

1 + βρRDξRD(σ2 + νSR)
, (8c)

εRD =
βρRD(1 + εSR)

1 + βρRDηRD(1 + εSR)
, (8d)

ξSR =
αSRβρRDξRD

1 + βρRDξRD(σ2 + νSR)
, (8e)

ηSR =
αSRβρRDηRD

1 + βρRDηRD(1 + εSR)
, (8f)

νSR = ρSREz,x′
{|x′ − 〈x′〉|2} , (8g)

εSR = ρSREz,x

{|x− 〈x′〉|2} . (8h)

Here, the latter two terms represent the mean square error
and posterior variance of channels (7a) and (7b).

Proof: The derivation of the claim is in the Appendix.
The above result reveals that in the LSL, the joint distri-

bution of the input xm, postulated input x′m and output of



the GPME 〈x′m〉q , associated with the MIMO channel (2),
converges to the joint distribution of the same set of quantities
related to single-input single-output (SISO) Gaussian chan-
nels (7a) and (7b). Namely, an AF relay MIMO channel in
the LSL decouples into a bank of SISO Gaussian channels.
This is known as the decoupling principle previously reported
in the context of CDMA systems in [5].

A. Achievable Rates under Separate Decoding

To realize individually optimal detection, the receiver needs
to postulate the actual distribution, i.e., q(x′) = p(x) and σ =
1. This leads to ξRD = ηRD, νRD = εRD, ξSR = ηSR and
νSR = εSR. Moreover, εSR in (8), depending on the input
constellation, has to be evaluated numerically (cf. [13]).

Further, the GPME being a strictly increasing decision
function [5], the achievable rate under SD becomes

I(〈x′〉;x)=−M ln
πe

ηSR
−M

∫
p(z|ηSR)ln p(z|ηSR)dz. (9)

It is noteworthy that in this case (8) can have multiple
solutions. From those, one should select only the solution
minimizing the free energy [8] given as

F = I (〈x′〉;x) +N ln (1 + εRD)−MηSRεSR − LηRDεRD

+ L ln [1 + βρRDηRD(1 + εSR)] +N(1 + lnπ). (10)

B. Bit Error Rate

Since in the LSL the performance of the given system under
SD is fully characterized by the equivalent scalar channels (7),
the BER of the original system (2) reads as

Pe = Q (
√
ρSRηSR) , (11)

where ηSR solves the fixed-point equation system (8). Then,
the BER performance of an individually optimal detector is
otained by (11), setting q(x′) = p(x) and σ = 1.

To evaluate the performance of a linear detector, one
assumes that q(x′) is standard Gaussian. Then, by tuning
parameter σ, performance of the three popular linear equalizers
can be evaluated. Namely, the GPME output tends to the
output of the MF when σ → ∞, to the output of the ZF
filter when σ → 0, and to the output of the linear MMSE
filter when σ = 1. Finally, the BER is obtained by (11) after
solving (8).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of numerical sim-
ulations. To verify the obtained BER expression (11), we
simulate the BER of an AF relay MIMO communication
system with QPSK signaling. To satisfy the long term power
constraint at the relay, the normalization factor is chosen as
β = (1+ρSR)

−1. We fix the numbers of antennas at terminals
M = 16, L = 28 and N = 36 and relation between
SNRs at each hop ρRD = 0.5ρSR. Fig. 2 plots the numerical
results averaged over 500 channel realizations. We note that
the asymptotic result predicts well the behavior of the system
at low SNR even for system with finite size. However, as SNR
increases it becomes less accurate, and therefore the diversity
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Fig. 2. Average BER vs. SNR for QPSK signaling scheme with detectors.
Transmit SNRs for two hops are given by ρSR = ρ and ρRD = 0.5ρ. The
numbers of antennas at terminals are set to M = 16, L = 28 and N = 36.
Solid curves denote analytic results, the dashed line denotes the lower bound;
markers denote results of Monte Carlo simulations averaged over 500 channel
realizations.

order effects, usually visible in that region, are not captured.
The reason for this is that at high SNR the approximation
becomes much more sensitive to the large-system assumption.
It becomes tight as the system size grows infinitely large, while
the average BER tends to a Gaussian Q-function.

Meanwhile, Fig. 2 also depicts the average BER of the
individually optimal detector. It gradually switches between
the performance of the linear MMSE detector and a lower
bound, given by

P LB
e = Q

(√
M−1tr {C}

)
, (12)

where C � EH{[(IN+H̄)−1/2H][(IN+H̄)−1/2H]H} is the
equivalent signal covariance matrix of the transmission over
parallel Gaussian channels.

Fig. 3 plots achievable rates of both SD systems (under
individually optimal detection) and JDD (obtained from [8])
are plotted as functions of SNR for different signaling schemes
(Gaussian, QPSK and 16-QAM). Note that at certain SNR
values, the performance curves of SD with discrete signals
suddenly switch to those of JDD. Such a rapid change in
performance indicates the occurrence of a phase transition
at a certain SNR threshold. A physical analogy to such
a behavior is freezing water or the hysteresis of a ferro-
magnetic material. From the practical point of view, this can
be explained by the sparsity of the QPSK constellation, which
helps to identify symbols perfectly once the SNR is sufficiently
high. Similar behavior was also observed in [6] and [12].
Note also here that for the SD scheme with αSR, αRD > 1,
Gaussian signaling is no longer optimal and is outperformed
by a discrete constellation, as was previously observed in [14].

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the replica method from statistical physics, we have
developed a framework for the asymptotic performance analy-
sis of a dual-hop AF relay MIMO system. The framework cap-
tures the effects of separation between detection and decoding,
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Fig. 3. Achievable ergodic rate vs. SNR for various signaling schemes. A
factor of 0.5 in front of the rate is due to the half-duplex regime. Transmit
SNRs for two hops are given by ρSR = ρ and ρRD = 0.5ρ. Numbers of
antennas at terminals are M = 12, L = 10, N = 8. Solid curves denote
performance of JDD, while dashed lines denote that of SD.

as well as suboptimality of linear detectors. More precisely,
we have evaluated the large-system performance of the system
under separate detection in terms of achievable ergodic data
rate, as well as bit error rate. Comparing to Monte Carlo
simulations, it has been confirmed that the results provide an
accurate approximation for a finite-sized system at low and
moderate SNR. Moreover, the individually optimal detection
scheme is shown to experience a phase transition at certain
SNR values. The obtained compact expressions are useful for
design of coding schemes improving the system performance.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF CLAIM 1

Consider the channel input, postulated input and out-
put of the GPME for m, m = 1, . . . ,M . We want
to evaluate the joint moments of the joint distribution of
(xm, x

′, 〈x′m〉q). For non-negative integers ir, ii, jr, ji, with
br, bi ∈ {1, . . . , u}, br �= bi, let Ar and Ai be disjoined subsets
of {1, . . . , u}\{br, bi} with cardinalities lr and li, respectively.
Define a function

g(X) �
M∑
m=1

(Re{x(0)
m })ir(Im{x(0)

m })ii (Re{x(br)
m })jr

× (Im{x(bi)
m })ji

∏
ar∈Ar

Re{x(ar)
m }

∏
ai∈Ai

Im{x(ai)
m }, (13)

where X � [x(0)T, . . . ,x(u)T]T ∈ CM(u+1) with x(0) denot-
ing the original transmitted signal vector x, and x(a), a ∈
{1, . . . , u} denoting the i.i.d. replicated signal vectors x′. Let
furthermore

Z(u)(y,H,x;ω)�EX,NR

{
eωg(X)

u∏
a=1

e
− 1

σ2

∥
∥
∥y−Hx(a)−H̄n

(a)
R

∥
∥
∥

2

(πσ2)N

}

(14)
be the partition function of a hypothetic large system, where
NR � [n

(0)
R , . . . ,n

(u)
R ]T ∈ CL(u+1) with n

(0)
R denoting the

noise vector nR and n
(a)
R denoting i.i.d. replicas of the pos-

tulated noise n′
R. Define then a free-energy-like quantity [5]

F =
1

M
lim

u→0+

∂

∂ω
lnEy,H,x

{
Z(u)(y,H,x;ω)

}∣∣∣
ω=0

, (15)

providing exactly the joint moments of interest.
For the original AF MIMO setup, define a set of vec-

tors v
(a)
SR � HSRx

(a) + n
(a)
R , v

(a)
RD �

√
βHRDv

(a)
SR ,

VSR � [v
(0)T
SR , . . . ,v

(u)T
SR ]T ∈ CL(u+1) and VRD �

[v
(0)T
RD , . . . ,v

(u)T
RD ]T ∈ CN(u+1). We notice that in the LSL

vector VRD converges to a Gaussian vector with the covari-
ance matrix given by KRD = QRD ⊗ IN , where [QRD]a,b =
βρRD

L v
(b)H
SR v

(a)
SR and hence we can rewrite the logarithm in (15)

M−1lnE
{
Z(u)(y,H,x;ω)

}
=M−1ln

∫
eNG

(u)
RD

(QRD)dμ
(u)
RD(QRD;ω),

(16)

where the vanishing constants are omitted and function
G

(u)
RD(QRD) is obtained via the Gaussian integral as

G
(u)
RD(QRD)=−u lnπσ2−ln

(
1+

u

σ2

)
+lndet

(
Iu+1+QRDΣ

)
,

(17)

with Σ � 1
σ2(σ2+u)

[
uσ2 −σ21Tu

−σ21u (σ2+u)Iu−1u1
T
u

]
. The probability

measure in (16) is given by

μ
(u)
RD(QRD;ω) = EVSR

{
eωg(X)

u∏
a,b=0

δ
(
βρRDv

(b)H
SR v

(a)
SR−L[QRD]a,b

)}
.

(18)
The moment-generating function (MGF) induced by (18) reads

M
(u)
RD(Q̃RD;ω)=EVSR

{
eωg(X)eβρRDV H

SR(Q̃RD⊗IL)VSR
}
. (19)

By the large-deviations property [15], in the LSL (18) is
dominated by the exponent of the rate function below

I
(u)
RD(QRD;ω)= sup

Q̃RD

{tr{Q̃RDQRD}−L−1 lnM
(u)
RD(Q̃RD;ω)}.

(20)
Further, by the Gärtner-Ellis theorem [16], in the LSL

M−1 lnE{Z(u)(y,H,x;ω)}
= sup

QRD

{αSDG
(u)
RD(QRD)− αSRI

(u)
RD(QRD;ω)}. (21)

Next, the term M−1lnM
(u)
RD(Q̃RD;ω) as before

M−1lnM
(u)
RD(Q̃RD;ω)=M

−1ln

∫
eLG

(u)
SR (QSR)dμ

(u)
SR (QSR;ω),

(22)

with the covariance matrix of vector VSR being given by
KSR = (QSR + ESR) ⊗ IL, where ESR �

[
1 01×u

0u×1 σ2Iu

]
,

and [QSR]a,b = ρ
Mx(b)Hx(a). Function G

(u)
SR (QSR) is again

obtained through the Gaussian integral yielding

G
(u)
SR(QSR)=−ln det

[
I(u+1)−βρRDQ̃RD(QSR+ESR)

]
. (23)

Meanwhile, the probability measure for QSR reads

μ
(u)
SR(QSR;ω)=EX

{
eωg(X)

u∏
a,b=0

δ
(
βρRDx

(b)Hx(a)−M [QSR]a,b
)}
.

(24)



T
(u)
SR (Q, Q̃;ω) = r̃SRrSR+um̃SRmSR+um̃∗

SRm
∗
SR+up̃SRpSR+u(u−1)q̃SRqSR + αSDu ln π

+αSR (r̃RDrRD+um̃RDmRD+um̃∗
RDm

∗
RD+up̃RDpRD+u(u−1)q̃RDqRD)+(u−1)αSD ln

(
σ2+pRD−qRD

)
+αSD ln

[
σ2+pRD−qRD+u(1+rRD−mRD−m∗

RD+qRD)
]
+(u−1)αSR ln

[
1−βρRD(p̃RD−q̃RD)

(
σ2+pSR−qSR

)]
+αSR ln

(
1−βρRD

[
um̃∗

RDmSR+um̃RDm
∗
SR+(p̃RD+(u−1)q̃RD)

(
σ2+pSR+(u−1)qSR

)
+r̃RD(1+rSR)

]
+β2ρ2RD

[
u|m̃RD|2−(1+rSR)

(
σ2+pSR+(u−1)qSR

)] [
u|mSR|2−r̃RD(p̃RD+(u−1)q̃RD)

] )
− ln

ηSR
π

− 1

M
ln

∫
EX

{
eωg(X)e−ηSR‖z−

√
ρSRx‖2

eρSRφSRxHx
[
e−ξSR‖z−

√
ρSRx′‖2

eξSRzHz+ρSRψSRx′Hx′]u}
dz (31)

The corresponding MGF is given by

M
(u)
SR (Q̃SR;ω) = EX

{
eρSRXH(Q̃SR⊗IM )X

}
. (25)

Again, measure μ(u)
SR (QRD) is dominated by the exponent of

I
(u)
SR(QSR;ω)=sup

Q̃SR

{
tr{Q̃SRQSR}−M−1lnM

(u)
SR(Q̃SR;ω)

}
, (26)

and by the Gärtner-Ellis theorem we have

M−1lnE
{
Z(u)(y,H,x;ω)}=inf

Q
sup
Q̃

{
T

(u)
SR(Q, Q̃;ω)

}
, (27)

where Q � {QSR,QRD}, Q̃ � {Q̃SR, Q̃RD} and

T
(u)
SR (Q, Q̃;ω) = −M−1 lnEX

{
eωg(X)eρSRXH(Q̃SR⊗IM)X}

+ αSD ln
(
1 +

u

σ2

)
+ αSD ln det (Iu+1 +QRDΣ)

+ αSR ln det
[
IL − βρRDQ̃RD(QSR +ESR)

]
+ tr

{
Q̃SRQSR

}
+αSRtr

{
Q̃RDQRD

}
+αSDu lnπσ

2. (28)

The corresponding optimization problem is prohibitively
hard to solve in general and hence we invoke the simplifying
replica symmetry (RS) assumption, by postulating the follow-
ing structure for matrices QSR, Q̃SR, QRD and Q̃RD:

Q=
[

r m1Tu
m∗1u (p−q)Iu+q1u1

T
u

]
, Q̃=

[
r̃ m̃1Tu

m̃∗1u (p̃−q̃)Iu+q̃1u1
T
u

]
. (29)

With the RS assumption above (keeping in mind that x(0) =
x and x(a) = x′, ∀a) we can simplify (28) as in (31) on the
top of the page, where we defined ηSR � |m̃SR|2

q̃SR
, φSR � r̃SR,

ξSR � m̃∗
SR and ψSR � m̃∗

SR+p̃SR−q̃SR. The last term of (31)
is thus associated with the two Gaussian scalar channels in (7).

Now, to find the saddle point, we take the derivatives of (31)
w.r.t. to all the 16 parameters, which yields r̃SR = 0, r̃RD = 0,
m̃∗

SR = m̃SR, m̃∗
RD = m̃RD, p̃SR − q̃SR = −m̃SR, as well as

rSR −mSR −m∗
SR + qSR = ρEz,x

{|x− 〈x′〉|2} , (32a)

pSR − qSR = ρEz,x′
{|x′ − 〈x′〉|2} , (32b)

thus obtaining the set of fixed-point equations (8), where
εSR � rSR − mSR − m∗

SR + qSR, εRD � rRD − mRD −
m∗

RD + qRD, νSR � pSR − qSR and νRD � pRD − qRD.
We notice that ω is present only in the last part of (31).

Therefore, the free energy is obtained by (15) as

F=

∫
pir,ii(z; ηSR)

qjr,ji(z; ξSR)

q0,0(z; ξSR)

[
q1,0(z; ξSR)

q0,0(z; ξSR)

]lr[ q0,1(z; ξSR)
q0,0(z; ξSR)

]li
dz,

(33)

where pir,ii(z; ηSR) � Ex

{
(Re{x})ir(Im{x})iip(z|x; ηSR)

}
and qjr,ji(z; ξSR) � Ex′

{
(Re{x′})jr(Im{x′})jiq(z|x′; ξSR)

}
.

The above expression reduces to the joint moments of the
joint distribution of (x, x′, 〈x′〉q), which, by the Carleman
theorem, implies convergence in distributions [5].
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